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Get the most from your mobility and freedom with the electric bike lift

Curious for more? Scan the QR code to view
the product video on your smartphone or go to
www.br-systems.com

The patented ‘Bike Lift’ is the smartest and most innovative bike-carrier on the market. Planning to hit the road in your motorhome? Witness the
perfect solution for bringing along your bikes and taking them anywhere you want!
Thanks to an integrated 12V motor with switch, the platform of the Bike Lift can bridge a 110cm height distance.
Consequently, the platform can be lowered to ground level on the majority of vehicles it is mounted on.
This eliminates the need for you to lift the bikes yourself. Plus it is far more comfortable to find the perfect setting for your bikes
when they are closer to the ground.
The maximum load is 60kg, making it perfectly suitable for 3 classic bikes or 2 E-bikes.

Models
—

Item number 4000520

Item number 4000529

Item number 4000532

830-1210

BIKE LIFT SHORT RAIL

830-1210

BIKE LIFT SHORT

980-1360

BIKE LIFT RAIL

980-1360

BIKE LIFT STANDARD

Item number 4000533

Characteristics
—
Allows for higher mounting on vehicle
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Some vehicles require the bike-carrier to be mounted higher
up, which makes loading and unloading more difficult. The
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Bike Lift’s fully automated platform lowering capability of-
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fers the perfect solution.
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Easily adjust the end positions of the 12V motor
Adapt the Bike Lift to your motorhome: you can easily ad6

just the end position of the motor to reflect the mounting
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height of the Bike Lift.
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Double safety against

Extra safety while driving

Moveable bike holders

unwanted lowering while

When there are no bikes on

The bike holders are ad-

driving

the Bike Lift, the platform

justable from left to right

The Bike Lift is standard

can be folded easily and

and up and down. The bike

supplied with a manual cir-

securely, to ensure optimal

holders are even lockable

cuit breaker and an axle for

driving comfort.

(standard for longest bike

mechanical locking.
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holder, optional for others).
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Sturdy and simple platform

Adjustable wheel holders

Manual override system

locking

You can easily choose the

The crank, supplied as

The new, smart platform

position of the wheel hold-

tandard, allows the Bike Lift

locking system prevents

ers and then fasten the

to remain fully operational,

it from moving up during

bikes securely with the us-

even in the event of a pow-

driving.

er-friendly wheel straps.

er outage.
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Accessories
—
Are you looking for a solution for your
panel van?
The company Sawiko uses the Bike Lift
from BR-SYSTEMS for their Futuro E-Lift.
A bike carrier mounted on the doorhinges
which enables access to the interior of the
panel van, even when loaded. Of course
this bike carrier also benefits from all the
advantages described earlier.
Kit for 3rd bike

Additional key lock for bike holders
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